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Fellow Alumni, Friends and Colleagues:

There is considerable optimism about artificial intelligence in the medical 
community. AI has the potential to be transformational in how it affects the 
health and care of people. This is the big leap and promise – whether AI can affect 
meaningful behavioral change. This behavioral change needs to focus not only 
on how we care for ourselves, but on how others care for us. It includes provider 
behaviors – i.e. ordering tests and treatments and; our own behaviors – e.g. eating 
well, exercising, lifestyle enhancement, and medication compliance - to name a few. 
The question remains: Can AI affect these behaviors in a way that addresses the 
triple aim of medicine – access, quality and cost control?  

Today we will learn from companies that are pioneers in the field of AI. We will 
hear from those who have access to tremendous amounts of data and analytic 
capabilities. We will hear from our Federal government what the current and next 
steps are in their policies to ensure AI can be used effectively and safely. But mostly 
we will hear from those companies that are rather small in size, early on in their 
development, and have rather big plans for how they can affect our health system. 
Attendees will learn where AI is likely headed. Our goal for the day is to expose 
attendees to cutting edge applications of AI that can transform how medicine is 
practiced. Hopefully you will leave today invigorated on the promise of AI and how 
it could affect you, your businesses, and the community at large. 

During the day, several questions are likely to come up on AI and how it can be 
applied in healthcare. These questions have already been posed by a number of 
experts in the field and relate to whether AI can be more widely applied. As you 
listen to each of the presenters, think about them. As you are listening the questions 
that likely will pop up are: What is the health question related to patient benefit? 
How is the data used in the AI model collected? Is the data suitable to answer the 
clinical question? Is the AI algorithm reproducible using other means/methods? 
Is the evidence/findings identified from the model usable in real world practice? 
Is the AI system a continual learning system? Is the AI model equitable or does it 
exacerbate inequities? Are there regulatory issues that need to be addressed? How 
does AI fit in the business model (and potentially your business model) and does it 
make sense? Lastly, and most importantly, how does AI fit with the doctor-patient 
relationship around the issue of trust?

This conference could not have taken place without the time, thinking, effort,  
and resources of a number of people and organizations. The following are  
to be thanked:

• Conference planning committee: Lisa Clark, John Harris (WG’88), Deepa Shah 
(WG’16); Rohan Siddhanti (WG’19); Chris Simpkins (WG’02); Shilpa Topudurti 
(WG’20); Ryan Vass (WG’14); John Winkelman (WG’80); Bernie Zipprich 
(WG’16).

• Our sponsors: Duane Morris, Independence Blue Cross, Lacuna Health, 
Medtronic, ZS Associates, 1315 Capital, The Vistria Group,  
and Willis Towers Watson. 

• June Kinney and Janice Singleton from the Wharton HCM program and 
Danna Daughtry for her administrative expertise and support. 

• All of our speakers for taking the time to impart their experiences  
and knowledge

• Our student volunteers for helping to coordinate the conference

• The WHCMAA board and its executive team: Maria Whitman, Heather Aspras, 
Diana Peng, and Chris Simpkins. 

One of the more rewarding experiences is how the Wharton Healthcare Alumni 
come together for the common good of the program and the world in which we 
work. It is a unique group of extremely talented people who when challenged 
around a common goal work together and do good things. This is what the 
Wharton healthcare program is about and; will continue to be.  It has been a 
pleasure to work with all involved in the conference.  We sincerely hope you enjoy 
the day and leave having learned.

Jeff Voigt (WG’85) 
2019 Conference Chair 

WELCOME



7:00-8:00am Breakfast, Huntsman Hall Common Area, ground floor (Forum)  

8:00-9:15am Keynote: “How Meaningful Use is Paving the Way for    
 An AI Revolution: The View from HHS” 
 Room G06

 Tom Mason, MD, Chief Medical Officer, ONC Health IT, HHS 

9:30-10:30am “The Future of Software as a Medical Device (SaMD):    
 Early Government Investment and Federal Oversight”  
 Room G55

 Moderator: John Winkelman  Valerie Florance, PhD, 
 Brad Thompson, Epstein Becker  Nat Lib Medicine (NLM)  

 “Outcompeting the Startups: The Challenges  
 & Advantages of Creating AI at Scale”   
 Break Out – Big Business  
 Auditorium G65

 Moderator: Rohan Siddhanti  Krishna Cheriath, BMS
 Tanuj Gutpa, Cerner  April Gill, Welltok  
 Carina Edwards, CEO, Quil   

10:45-11:45am “Big Helper or Big Brother? AI in Remote Monitoring  
 and Care Coordination”   
 Breakout - Care Coordination and Remote Monitoring (chronic care)  
 Room G55

 Moderator:  Bernie Zipprich 
 Chad Chadwick, Live Circle  Stuart Patterson, CEO, LifePod  
 George Demiris, PhD, UPENN Nursing  Piali De, CEO, Senscio 

 “Forecasting the Future: Using AI for Predictive Analytics.”  
 Breakout - Predictive Analytics   
 Room G65

 Moderator: Ryan Vass  John Holmes, PhD, Penn
 Aaron Smith-McLallen, PhD, IBX  Sanjay Basu, MD, PhD,  
 Mike Draugelis, PhD, PENN Collective Health

 “The Five Year View: How Entrepreneurs are Embracing AI in the  
 Race for Capital & Scale”    
 Breakout – Venture Capital 
 Room F45

 Moderator: Chris Simpkins 
 Kyle Tatz, Redesign  Andrew Hedin, Bessemer  
 Dan Gebremehin, MD, Flare Capital  David Mishkin, Town Hall Ventures 

12:00-1:00pm Lunch Forum, hightops 
 Room F45, F50 for seating

1:00-1:45pm Keynote: “Lessons Learned from an Early Mover: IBM Watson Health”  
 Room G06

 Kyu Rhee, MD, IBM Watson 

1:45-2:45pm “From Population Health to Personalized Health: AI and Precision 
 Medicine”   
 Breakout – Precision Medicine  
 Room G55

 Moderator: Lisa Clark  
 Martin Stumpe, PhD, Tempus  Joe Leveque, MD, Synthorx

 “From Data to Drugs: Using AI to Unlock Therapeutic Advances and  
 improve care”   
 Breakout – Clinical and FDA Decision Support   
 Room G65

 Moderator: Jeff Voigt  
 Kristen Coletto, Aetion  Arnaub Chatterjee, Medidata  
 Jonathan Usuka, PhD, McKinsey  Craig Limoli, CEO, Wellsheet 

3:00-4:00pm “Nudges & Decision Support: How AI is Helping Drive Better Patient   
 Engagement”  
 Breakout – Health & Wellness    
 Room G55

 Moderator: John Harris  
 Rene Quashie, CTA  Bill Rogers, CEO, Orbita  
 Christine Evans, Ginger.io  Torri Lallemont, 98point6 

 “Beyond the Hype: How Payors, Providers & Employers Are Getting  
 Value from AI Today”  
 Breakout – Who is Buying and Why 
 Room G65

 Moderator: Deepa Shah  
 Sylvia Romm, Atlantic Health System  Chris Colameco, Comcast 

4:15-5:15pm Keynote: “Opportunities Ahead for AI in Healthcare:  
 The View from Google”      
 Room G06

 Michael Muelly, MD, Head of Strategic Products Google Cloud 

5:15-7:00pm Reception Forum 
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Aaron Smith-McLallen, Ph.D.
Director, Data Science & Health Care Analytics 
Independence Blue Cross

Aaron Smith-McLallen is the Director of Data Science and Health Care 
Analytics in the Informatics Division at Independence Blue Cross. Working 
closely with business stakeholders, his team is responsible for developing 
and implementing predictive models that support Clinical Services, Sales and 
Marketing, Underwriting, and Actuarial Services. His team is also responsible 
for conducting program evaluations and health economics outcomes 
research, supporting customer and provider analytics, survey development 
and analysis, and developing and managing external research collaborations.

Aaron received his doctorate in Social Psychology from the University of 
Connecticut and joined Independence after completing a three-year post-
doctoral research fellowship at The Annenberg School for Communication at 
the University of Pennsylvania.

 

Andrew Hedin
Principal 
Bessemer

Andrew Hedin is a principal in Bessemer’s Cambridge office where he 
focuses on investments in healthcare.  He is closely involved in companies 
such as Kymera Therapeutics, Bright Health, Qventus, Artemis Health, TScan 
Therapeutics, Collective Medical, and Groups.

Prior to joining Bessemer in 2015, Andrew worked at F-Prime Capital, Fidelity’s 
healthcare-focused venture capital fund, as well as Leerink Partners, where he 
advised life sciences companies on growth strategies.

He earned an MBA with honors from The Wharton School, where he majored 
in health care management and finance, as well as a degree in biological basis 
of behavior from the University of Pennsylvania.  He serves as co-chair of the 
New England Venture Network.
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Arnaub Chatterjee, MHA, MPA
Senior Vice President of Product and Ecosystem  
at Acorn AI, a Medidata Solutions company

Arnaub Chatterjee is driving efforts around the development, go-to-market 
and delivery of capabilities that help life science clients accelerate their 
innovation. Additionally, he serves as Teaching Associate in the Department of 
Health Care Policy at Harvard Medical School and Lecturer in the Department 
of Policy Analysis and Management at Cornell University.

Prior to Medidata, Arnaub was an Associate Partner at McKinsey & Company 
serving healthcare clients across the value chain. He also served as Director 
of Merck’s Data Science and Insights group where he led ventures and 
partnerships for Merck’s outcomes research group to power R&D and 
commercial activities. Arnaub served in the Obama Administration as an 
advisor in the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). At 
HHS, he also worked in the Office of the Secretary as a lead policy analyst on 
healthcare fraud and abuse initiatives around the Affordable Care Act.

Arnaub’s work has been published in peer-reviewed journals and presented  
at conferences across the world. He also sits on the board of the College  
of Human Ecology at Cornell University. Arnaub holds graduate degrees  
in health administration (MHA) and public administration (MPA) from  
Cornell University and received his undergraduate degree from the  
University of Michigan.

 

 

Bernie Zipprich
Digital Health Strategist and Operator
Redesign 

Bernie is an experienced digital health strategist and operator. Prior to joining 
Redesign, Bernie was vice president of market solutions at Welltok, a venture-
backed, enterprise health tech company. At Welltok, Bernie led efforts to 
pivot the company’s commercial strategy, which helped produce significant 
revenue and valuation growth over two and a half years. 

Prior to Welltok, Bernie was an associate in the Health & Life Sciences Practice 
of Oliver Wyman, the management consultancy, where he advised payor and 
provider clients on the shift to value and consumer strategy. Bernie also has 
experience in the design strategy world: from 2018-19 he advised healthcare 
clients on innovation strategy and digital service design at R/GA. Bernie has 
his MBA in healthcare management from Wharton and A.B. from Harvard, 
where he graduated with honors in economics. 
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Bill Rogers
Co-founder and CEO, Orbita, Inc.

Bill Rogers has a unique combination of deep, hands-on technology expertise 
and broad-based business strategy acumen that allows him to take a 
unique, holistic approach to creating and managing software companies. 
He’s established Orbita as the gold standard platform for conversational AI 
healthcare, with powerful technologies to create and deploy HIPAA-compliant 
chatbot- and voice-powered virtual assistants. 

Organizations like Amgen, Mayo Clinic, and Deloitte use Orbita solutions 
and services to support digital engagement strategies that increase 
operational efficiencies while also improving consumer, patient, and member 
experiences. Rogers previously founded Ektron, a provider of Web content 
and digital management platforms used to create and manage unique, 
personalized digital experiences. The company was acquired in 2014 and 
merged with Episerver which recently sold for $1.1B. Rogers also co-founded 
one of healthcare’s first telemedicine companies. 

 

Bradley Merrill Thompson
Epstein Becker & Green, P.C.

Bradley Merrill Thompson is a shareholder in the law firm of Epstein Becker & 
Green, P.C.  There he counsels software, medical device, and drug companies 
on a wide range of FDA regulatory issues.  At the firm, Mr. Thompson leads the 
Medical Device Regulatory and the Digital Health Practices.

For trade associations, Mr. Thompson has served as counsel to AdvaMed 
and the Continua Health Alliance, as General Counsel to the Combination 
Products Coalition, mHealth Regulatory Coalition and the CDS Coalition.

Mr. Thompson also serves as Chairman of the Board of EBG Advisors, 
Inc. Affiliated with the law firm, EBG Advisors is a Washington, DC, based 
consultancy that takes a multidisciplinary approach to helping health care 
and life sciences companies navigate the obstacles they face.

He served as a member of a workgroup established under the Food and 
Drug Administration Safety and Innovation Act (FDASIA) to identify key 
considerations to improve patient safety and promote innovation in health 
information technology, including mobile medical applications, co-chairing 
the Regulations Subcommittee.

Mr. Thompson has taught food & drug law at Indiana University School of 
Law-Indianapolis and Columbia Law School.  He also has served as Co-Chair of 
the Food & Drug Law Committee in the American Bar Association and of the 
Medical Device Committee of FDLI.

He received his B.A. cum laude, and an M.B.A. from the University of Illinois 
and his J.D. cum laude from The University of Michigan Law School.
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Carina Edwards
CEO  
Quil

Carina Edwards is the CEO of Quil, the joint venture between Comcast 
NBCUniversal and Independence Blue Cross aimed at revolutionizing 
healthcare by empowering patients and their support teams to answer “What 
Happens Next?” on their healthcare journeys. Quil’s digital health companion 
empowers users with step-by-step, personalized directions from the first point 
of intervention through recovery delivering information where and when 
they need it, on their smartphone, computer, or TV.

Prior to joining Quil, Carina served in executive positions at Imprivata, Nuance, 
Zynx Health, and Philips Healthcare. In 2016, she was appointed to the board 
of directors of the College of Healthcare Information Management Executives. 
In 2019, she was named by Becker’s Healthcare as “Female Health IT Leaders 
to Know.” Carina received her MBA from Boston College and her BS in MIS & 
Decision Sciences from George Mason University.

 

Chad Chadwick
Founder & CEO
Live Circle, Inc.

Chad has a history of using innovation to build value for companies trying 
to stand out in commodity categories as well as startups eager to lead 
altogether new ones. At Live Circle, Chad’s team is developing a collaborative 
care network that uses everyday smart technologies (e.g., Alexa, iPhone) 
along with new ways of using artificial intelligence to enable people with 
chronic conditions to achieve personal goals with the help of all who support 
them (e.g., family caregivers, clinicians, friends, community resources).  

Chad is a graduate of Wesleyan University and previously was President and 
CEO of a multi-million dollar advertising firm in New York City.
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Chris Colameco
Data Scientist, Total Rewards Innovation & Product
Comcast Total Rewards

Chris Colameco is the head of data science for Comcast Total Rewards. He 
has spent his career identifying trends and cost drivers of medical spend 
within populations. His work at Comcast focuses on the development of new 
employee benefit products. 

Chris supports these developments by using data science to identify 
unmet needs in the employee population and analyzing how employees 
and members use the current offerings from Comcast. He is a Philadelphia 
resident with a bachelor’s degree from Syracuse University and a Master of 
Public Health from the University of Pennsylvania.

 

Chris Simpkins
Vice President of Analytics, Change Healthcare 

Christopher Simpkins is the Vice President of Analytics at Change Healthcare, 
where he sets the vision/direction and leads the organization’s Value 
Based Payment (VBP) data analytics strategy. He leads a team of analytics 
professionals who advise clients on how to harness their data to improve the 
results of their VBP programs. 

Chris has over 25 years of experience in leading analytic organizations in the 
healthcare industry. Prior to joining HealthQx®, Chris held leadership roles 
with Accolade Inc., Independence Blue Cross, and Aetna. Those roles focused 
on turning data into actionable insights and fostering a culture of data-driven 
decision making. Chris earned his undergraduate degree in Actuarial Science 
from Penn State and MBA in Finance and Health Care Management from the 
Wharton School of Business.  
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Christine Evans
Chief Marketing Officer, Ginger

Christine leads the marketing and communications teams at Ginger. She has 
16 years of experience in bringing new products to market for brands such as 
Fitbit, Macy’s, and Ann Taylor. Prior to Ginger, Christine served as an executive 
at Fitbit leading marketing and communications for the Health Solutions 
division, and prior to that, led enterprise marketing at Castlight Health. 

Christine received her BS from Cornell University and MBA from The Kellogg 
School of Management at Northwestern University. She is a board member 
of the Health and Fitness Division of the Consumer Technology Association 
(CTA), which owns and produces CES. As a wife and a mom of two kids, she’s 
passionate about mentoring new working parents and is a vocal advocate for 
nursing moms’ rights at work.  

 

Craig Limoli
Founder and CEO
Wellsheet 

Craig Limoli founded Wellsheet after working at IBM as a strategy consultant 
in their Watson Health division, where he led business development for their 
flagship care coordination product. After seeing the deficiencies in existing 
technologies in healthcare, Craig saw an opportunity to leverage machine 
learning and new APIs in the industry to create a better experience for 
physicians. 

Craig took a leave from his MBA program at Wharton in 2016 to start 
Wellsheet. Since then, Wellsheet has raised millions of dollars in funding, 
created a product proven to vastly accelerate physician workflow, and earned 
the business of some of the largest health systems in the country. 
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David Mishkin
Vice President
Town Hall Ventures

David Mishkin is a Vice President on the Town Hall team.  In his role, David 
helps lead the firm’s sourcing and diligence efforts, and post investment, 
supports Town Hall’s portfolio companies.    

Previously, David was a Vice President on the BlueCross BlueShield 
Venture team at Sandbox Industries, where he was responsible for making 
investments in innovative healthcare technology and services companies. 
Prior to Sandbox, David worked in investment banking at Barclays Capital and 
as a bankruptcy restructuring analyst at Lehman Brothers.

David graduated with an MBA from the Health Care Management program at 
Wharton and earned his undergraduate degree in Finance from Washington 
University in St. Louis. David now spends a disproportionate amount of his 
free time with his soon-to-be wife, Ari, planning their upcoming wedding and 
keeping his dog Finn from chewing up his apartment.

 

Deepa Shah
Senior Director of Strategy & Development
Landmark Health

Deepa Shah is Senior Director of Strategy & Development at Landmark Health, 
a private equity-backed health care services company founded in 2014 and 
based in Huntington Beach, CA.  In her role at Landmark, Deepa is responsible 
for Landmark’s growth in new, non-traditional business.  Prior to her role in 
structuring new business opportunities for Landmark, Deepa managed the 
growth of Landmark’s core business, the company’s home-based medical and 
behavioral health program for complex, chronically ill patients.

Prior to Landmark, Deepa was at Northwell Health and The Permanente 
Medical Group, where she designed, launched, and managed care 
management and quality operations to support high quality, value-
based care delivery.  Before her work in healthcare providers, Deepa 
was a management consultant for a variety of companies, including in 
pharmaceutical, insurance, technology, retail, and manufacturing companies.

Deepa received her Bachelor of Arts in Political Science from the University 
of California, Berkeley and her MBA in Healthcare Management from The 
Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania.
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George Demiris, PhD, FACMI
Penn Integrates Knowledge (PIK) University Professor
University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing

George Demiris, PhD, FACMI, is a Penn Integrates Knowledge (PIK) University 
Professor at the University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing with a joint 
appointment in Biostatistics, Epidemiology and Informatics, Perelman School 
of Medicine. He is a Fellow of the American College of Medical Informatics and 
the Gerontological Society of America. His research is exploring innovative 
ways to utilize technology and support patients and their families in various 
settings including home and hospice care. 

He has conducted numerous federally funded studies and his work has been 
funded consistently over the years both by the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) and the National Science Foundation (NSF). He has designed “smart 
home” solutions for aging, and studied digitally augmented residential 
settings to facilitate passive monitoring and support independence and 
quality of life for community dwelling older adults.

 

John Harris
Director
Veralon

John Harris is a director with Veralon, a national healthcare consulting firm 
with expertise in strategy and innovation, mergers and transactions, value-
based payment, and valuation.

As an entrepreneur, John founded Advance Choice, the nation’s largest 
registry of advance medical directives.

With his Veralon colleagues, John serves as faculty for three ACHE courses 
addressing Health Systems of the Future and Strategic Planning. He is also 
editor of the book Healthcare Strategic Planning, 4th Edition.

John has a Bachelor of Arts degree from Dartmouth College and an MBA 
in healthcare management from The Wharton School of the University of 
Pennsylvania.
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Joseph Leveque, M.D.I
Chief Medical Officer
Synthorx

Joseph Leveque, M.D. is the Chief Medical Officer of Synthorx, a San Diego-
based biotechnology company focused on therapeutic applications of 
synthetic biology in cancer and autoimmune disorders. Prior to joining 
Synthorx, Dr. Leveque was the Chief Medical Officer of ARMO BioSciences, 
a San Francisco Bay Area-based biotechnology company focused on the 
development of cytokines for the treatment of cancer.  Before joining ARMO, 
Dr. Leveque was the Chief Medical Officer of EMD Serono (EMDS), the US 
and Canadian subsidiary of Merck KGaA. At EMDS, Dr. Leveque focused 
on therapeutics for the treatment of cancer, neurodegenerative diseases, 
infertility, HIV-related complications and autoimmune disorders.  

Prior to EMDS, Dr. Leveque was the Vice President and Head of U.S. Medical 
Oncology at Bristol-Myers Squibb, where he was involved in the development 
and commercialization of the first generation of IO therapeutics, ipilimumab 
and nivolumab. Before his role at Bristol-Myers Squibb, Dr. Leveque was the 
Vice President of Medical and Scientific Affairs at Onyx Pharmaceuticals, 
where he was involved in the development and commercialization of 
carfilzomib and sorafenib.  

Before joining Onyx, Dr. Leveque was the Vice President of Oncology Medical 
and Scientific Affairs at Cephalon and a medical director at Amgen, where he 
worked on several therapeutic programs for solid tumor and hematological 
malignancies. Dr. Leveque obtained a Bachelor’s degree in Biology from 
Santa Clara University, an MBA from The Wharton School at the University 
of Pennsylvania and a M.D. from the University of Texas Medical School. He 
completed his internship and residency in internal medicine at the UCLA 
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center.

 

John H. Holmes, PhD, FACE, FACMI
Professor of Medical Informatics in Epidemiology

Dr. Holmes conducts research in medical informatics and epidemiology. His 
interests are in evolutionary computation and machine learning approaches 
to knowledge discovery in databases (data mining), information systems 
infrastructures for epidemiologic surveillance, clinical decision support 
systems, semantic analysis, text mining and information systems user 
(physician and patient) behavior. He is principal investigator on a project 
funded by the National Library of Medicine to investigate the use of online 
discussions as potential sources of adverse drug event data. 

As a member of the University of Pennsylvania Comprehensive Cancer 
Center, Dr. Holmes also works on several cancer-related projects, including 
as a project principal investigator in the Penn Center for Population 
Health and Health Disparities. He is a co-investigator on numerous other 
National Institutes of Health-funded projects. Dr. Holmes collaborates 
with investigators nationwide on data governance issues associated with 
distributed research networks and comparative effectiveness research. He 
serves as co-chair of the Data Governance Core of SPAN, a Kaiser-Colorado 
based project supported by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality.

Dr. Holmes’ methodologic focus is in evolutionary computation, especially 
learning classifier systems. His work in evolutionary computation focuses on 
translational research that bridges the gap between theoretical, genetics-
based computing and epidemiologic practice. This work includes adapting 
evolutionary computational techniques to risk assessment and discovery 
of clinical decision rules in large clinical databases. Dr. Holmes is continuing 
this work with extensions to distributed databases and the deployment of 
genetics-based intelligent agents in wide-scale knowledge discovery tasks 
in biomedicine and epidemiology. He is active in the international Learning 
Classifier System community.

Dr. Holmes is an elected Fellow of the American College of Medical 
Informatics (ACMI), the American College of Epidemiology (ACE), and the 
International Academy of Health Sciences Informatics (IAHSI).
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Jonathan Usuka, MBA, PhD
Senior Expert in McKinsey & Company’s  
Pharmaceutical and Medical Products

Jonathan Usuka, Ph.D., M.B.A. is a Senior Expert in McKinsey & Company’s 
Pharmaceutical and Medical Products practice. He leads McKinsey CARE (the 
Center for Analytics and Real-World Evidence), applying advanced analytics 
to pharmaceutical discovery and development, helping the world’s most 
innovative biopharmaceutical companies to address patients’ unmet medical 
needs.

Prior to McKinsey, Dr. Usuka led R&D Informatics at Celgene, contributing 
to adaptive clinical studies and genetic biomarkers in oncology and 
immunology resulting in major label expansions and new therapeutic 
approvals.  Prior to Celgene, he was the head of Genome Informatics at Roche 
Pharmaceuticals, leading pioneering bioinformatics applications in research 
and early development. 

Dr. Usuka earned a PhD in Chemistry and was an NIH fellow in Genomics at 
Stanford University’s School of Medicine. He holds an M.B.A. in Healthcare 
Strategy and Finance from the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania, 
and an A.B. from Princeton University. 

 

John Winkelman
Retired

Mr. Winkelman recently retired after over 30 years managing teams to 
develop applications and implement systems designed to deliver information 
to Executives, Senior Management, Consultants and Customers. He has 
extensive experience in developing both information warehouses and the 
software tools necessary to produce Executive Information Systems. As 
CIO for a public health agency John was able to successfully re-invigorate 
a 250-person IT division to deliver high-quality service and support to over 
2500 internal users while also adding Internet technologies to customer 
service delivery.

Mr. Winkelman spent over 12 years consulting at the Center for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services (CMS) working for Teradata as Program Manager for the 
installation and implementation of the Integrated Data Repository (IDR). The 
IDR is the foundation for the One PI project, used by CMS to combat fraud, 
waste and abuse of Medicare and Medicaid. Mr. Winkelman most recently 
worked with the Office of Information Technology as the Data Strategist for 
the IDR.

Mr. Winkelman worked extensively with the Center for Program Integrity (CPI), 
developing the program integrity requirements for Medicaid/CHIP data that 
are integral to T-MSIS and evaluating Medi-Medi matching options through 
access to State MMIS data, while also assisting CPI and the Office of Enterprise 
Management in the planning stages for meeting the Medicaid/CHIP data 
requirements in Section 6402 of the Affordable Care Act.
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Jeff Voigt
Principal
Medical Device Consultants of Ridgewood, LLC

Jeff is an expert in the fields of reimbursement, evidence assessment, and 
cost effectiveness/value analysis and heads up his own firm – Medical Device 
Consultants of Ridgewood, LLC.  He has authored over 35 peer reviewed 
journal articles in these areas.   He is also an Associate Editor of a peer 
reviewed journal, Cost Effectiveness and Resource Allocation and; serves as 
a peer reviewer for a number of medical economic and evidence assessment 
journals. 

Jeff serves/has served on boards at the University of Pennsylvania and 
Columbia University – including the Executive Advisory Board for the Leonard 
Davis Institute for Health Care Economics and Alumni Boards for both schools.  
Jeff was a past President of the Wharton Health Care Management Alumni 
Association for which he served from 2011-2015.  Jeff also served from 2015-
2018 as a host of the Business of Healthcare on Wharton business channel 
SIRIUSXM 132.  Further, Jeff is actively involved in his community serving on 
the Village Council to which he was elected in 2016; as a Knights of Columbus 
member and; is active in his church.  Lastly, Jeff serves on the board of a 
medical startup involved in conversational artificial intelligence for use in 
managing elder chronic care patients remotely.

Jeff’s education includes:  a bachelor’s degree from University Vermont, a 
Master of Public Health from Columbia University, and a Master of Business 
Administration from the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania.  

 

Krishna Cheriath, MBA
Chief Data Officer
Bristol-Myers Squibb

Krishna Cheriath is the Chief Data Officer for Bristol-Myers Squibb Company 
reporting to the CIO.  Krishna is responsible for driving the data, analytics and 
insights agenda for BMS while ensuring that the company’s data is accessible, 
reliable, secure and legally compliant protecting the privacy of employees, 
patients and others. He is the company’s data strategist and adviser, 
steward for improving data quality, evangelist for data sharing, data driven 
innovations and data ethics and standards, and lead technologist for data and 
analytic automation.

Krishna joined Bristol-Myers Squibb Company in 2006 and held several IT 
roles of increasing responsibility.  Since September 2016 till the appointment 
as the Chief Data officer, Krishna served as the Head of Information & Data 
Management. In January 2018 he took the additional responsibility of being 
BMS’s EU Data Protection Officer.  His was responsible for overseeing BMS’ 
advancement of data governance, data stewardship and digital capabilities 
focused on data, reporting and analytics.  As the company’s EU DPO, he was 
instrumental in ensuring compliance with the GDPR and facilitating the 
company’s responses to requests from EU data subjects and data protection 
authorities.

He is also part of the leadership team of Business Insights and Analytics (BIA), 
the centralized analytics function in BMS. 

Krishna has over 25 years of experience in IT, data management and analytics. 
Prior to BMS he was in management consulting working for such firms as TCS, 
PWC, IBM and Accenture.

Krishna received his undergraduate degree in Electrical and Electronics 
Engineering from the University of Kerala and his MBA from the Stern School 
of Business at the New York University.
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Kristen Coletto
Senior Director, Product
Aetion

Kristen Coletto joined Aetion in 2018 and currently manages the 
development of real-world evidence focused products.  She has 15 years’ 
experience in a variety of healthcare roles, spanning provider, payer and 
technology solutions.

Before Aetion, Kristen was Vice President of Change Healthcare’s provider 
financial counseling and revenue cycle business.  She previously led concept 
incubation at Healthagen, a subsidiary of Aetna, and developed new start-
up businesses focused on population health IT and services.  Prior to joining 
Healthagen, Kristen was a member of Aetna’s Corporate Strategy team 
and managed strategy and planning for Aetna International to identify 
global growth opportunities.  She also held positions at the Advisory Board 
Company and PA Consulting Group.

Kristen has a Bachelor of Arts in Economics and Public Policy Studies from 
Duke University and a Master of Business Administration from the Wharton 
School of the University of Pennsylvania.

 

Kyle Tatz
Head of Research
Redesign Health

Kyle is a partner and Head of Research at Redesign Health, a venture studio 
that partners with entrepreneurs to identify, launch, and scale new healthcare 
businesses.

Redesign launches businesses that utilize technology to improve patient 
experience while improving access to care. Kyle leads Redesign’s research and 
ideation process. He began his career at The Blackstone Group’s Restructuring 
and Reorganization Advisory practice and was most recently a member of the 
investment team at Highfields Capital. He has been an investor, advisor, and 
board member for several early-stage healthcare and consumer businesses.

Kyle graduated Summa Cum Laude with a B.S. from the Wharton School at the 
University of Pennsylvania where he studied Finance and English.
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Kyu Rhee, MD, MPP
Vice President and Chief Health Officer
IBM Corporation

Dr. Rhee serves as Chief Health Officer of IBM, where he has global 
responsibilities for Watson Health and assuring a Culture of Health at IBM. 
Prior to joining IBM, Dr. Rhee was Chief Public Health Officer at the Health 
Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), which is the primary federal 
agency for improving access to health care services for people who are 
uninsured, isolated, or medically vulnerable. Dr. Rhee also served as Director 
of the Office of Innovation and Program Coordination at the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH), which is the primary federal agency for research. 
Prior to his federal government service, he worked in community health 
settings as the Chief Medical Officer of Baltimore Medical System Inc., the 
largest network of Federally Qualified Health Centers in Maryland. In addition, 
Dr. Rhee served five years as a National Health Service Corps Scholar and 
Medical Director at Upper Cardozo Health Center, the largest community 
health center in Washington, DC.

Dr. Rhee was a Chief Resident and performed his medical residency training 
in both internal medicine and pediatrics at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in 
Los Angeles. He obtained his medical degree from the University of Southern 
California. Dr. Rhee also holds a master’s degree in public policy from the John 
F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University with a concentration 
in Health Care Policy. He acquired his Bachelor in Science degree from Yale 
University in Molecular Biophysics and Biochemistry.

 

Lisa W. Clark
Partner
Duane Morris LLP

Lisa W. Clark is a partner at the law firm of Duane Morris LLP in Philadelphia, 
practicing healthcare law with specific focuses in health information 
technology; mobile health; regulatory compliance, and provider 
reimbursement.  Ms. Clark is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania Law 
School, Harvard Divinity School, and Yale University.  

She also has a particular interest in Haiti and serves on the board of a Haitian 
microfinancing entity. 
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Martin Stumpe, PhD
Senior Vice President for AI & Data Science 
Tempus

Dr. Martin Stumpe serves as the Senior Vice President for AI & Data Science at 
Tempus. Prior to joining Tempus, he founded and led the Cancer Pathology 
project at Google, which uses artificial intelligence to increase the accuracy 
in image-based cancer detection and grading. His team also succeeded in 
integrating these diagnostics into optical microscopy for real-time augmented 
intelligence. Earlier in his career, Dr. Stumpe was part of the Kepler team at 
NASA Ames Research Center in Mountain View, California, where he was 
responsible for the development of algorithms to detect extrasolar planets 
from stellar light curves. 

Before that, he was a postdoctoral researcher at Stanford University in the 
lab of Vijay Pande, focusing on molecular dynamics simulations to study 
chaperone-induced protein folding. During this time, he also developed 
and brought to market a particle tracking software which is used primarily 
in ethological studies. Dr. Stumpe holds a PhD in Computational and 
Theoretical Physics from the Max-Planck-Institute for Biophysical Chemistry in 
Goettingen, Germany.

 

Michael Draugelis, PhD
Chief Data Scientist
Penn Medicine

Michael Draugelis is Penn Medicine’s Chief Data Scientist where he leads 
the exploration and development of predictive systems for clinical and 
operational teams. Michael’s previous work, as Lockheed Martin’s Chief Data 
Scientist, was leading research and development in Missile Defense, National 
Intelligence, Health Care and Cyber Defense.
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Piali De, PhD
Co-founder & CEO
Senscio Systems

Piali De, PhD is a co-founder and CEO of Senscio Systems, a technology 
company developing AI platforms that automatically make sense of varied 
and voluminous data to support informed decision-making. Senscio’s Ibis 
Platform intelligently integrates community resources to enable effective self-
management of complex health. The Ibis platform is currently deployed in 
Maine and New Hampshire, the states with the oldest population.

Piali is the co-inventor of Senscio’s patented Scio™ framework, an artificial 
intelligence inference engine that contextualizes data in any domain 
into actionable intelligence. She is also the co-inventor of Ibis, a health 
management system built upon Scio. 

Prior to Senscio Systems, Piali was an Engineering Fellow at Raytheon’s 
Integrated Defense Systems. At Raytheon, she developed a system called 
Confluence™, designed to deliver knowledge-based decision support for 
public safety missions, pandemic crisis, natural disaster responses, military 
missions, and situations that require multiple organizations to analyze data 
simultaneously and respond in immediate unison. 

Piali earned her Bachelors and Masters degrees in Physics from Hunter 
College of the City University of New York, with Summa Cum Laude honors, 
and a Ph.D. in Physics from Brown University. She is a member of Phi Beta 
Kappa, Sigma Xi and Sigma Pi Sigma honor societies and is the recipient of 
the National Women of Color’s 2009 Technology Innovation award. In 2005, 
Piali received the Raytheon CEO Award, Raytheon IDS President’s Award and 
Raytheon Business Development Excellence Award, for her work on profiling 
Marine Corps missions.

René Quashie
Vice President of Policy & Regulatory Affairs  
of Digital Health
Consumer Technology Association (CTA)

René Quashie is the first-ever Vice President of Policy & Regulatory Affairs 
of Digital Health at the Consumer Technology Association (CTA). Quashie 
provides guidance on key technical and regulatory issues relating to 
consumer digital health and wellness technology products, services, software 
and apps. 

Quashie also works on behalf of CTA’s Health and Fitness Technology 
Division, which supports the consumer health technology industry through 
education, advocacy, research, standards work, policy initiatives and more. 
CTA works closely with federal agencies like FDA, CMS, FCC, and the Office of 
the National Coordinator.  Prior to CTA, Quashie was in private law practice at 
several national firms for two decades and earned his law degree from George 
Washington University.
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Rohan Siddhanti
Associate
Oliver Wyman

Rohan is currently an Associate with Oliver Wyman’s Healthcare consulting 
practice in New York City. He’s spent most of his career in healthcare 
technology and services.  

After two years of building out health insurance exchanges for states, he went 
to Mana Health (acquired by Comcast in 2018) which served as an API layer 
for EMRs.  Before business school he also worked for the venture arm of Inova 
Hospital system in Virginia. He has an undergraduate degree from Cornell 
University and an M.B.A. from Wharton.

 

Sanjay Basu, MD, PhD
Director of Research and Analytics
Collective Health

Sanjay Basu, M.D., Ph.D., is the Director of Research and Analytics at Collective 
Health where he oversees the company’s efforts in driving population health 
improvements. Prior to Collective Health, Sanjay was an Assistant Professor of 
Medicine at Stanford. He is also a primary care physician and epidemiologist, 
and a faculty member of Harvard Medical School and Imperial College 
London.
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Stuart R. Patterson
Co-founder and CEO
LifePod Solutions

Stuart R. Patterson is the cofounder and CEO of LifePod Solutions, a pioneer 
in the provision of voice-first Virtual Caregiver services. Stu has led high-
growth ventures in a variety of markets including: voice/virtual assistants and 
caregivers, speech recognition/synthesis and NLU, mobile and online apps 
and services, video content, identity management, clean-tech and digital 
healthcare solutions.  

As CEO, COO or advisor, Stu has managed and supported the growth, IPO 
or sale of:  Sidekicks, Ramp (acq. by Cxense), Xtone, SunBug Solar, Nexamp, 
eQuilibrium (acq. by EnerNOC), AgION (now Sciessent), Courion, Scansoft 
(now Nuance), SpeechWorks (IPO), Voxware (IPO) and Vicorp Interactive 
Systems. He holds a BA from Harvard College and an MBA from the Yale 
School of Management.

 

Sylvia Romm, MD, MPH
Chief Innovation Officer
Atlantic Health System

Sylvia Romm, MD, MPH, is driven by a passion for transforming health care 
delivery to patients and communities. She brings her background and 
expertise as a clinician and an entrepreneur to her role as Chief Innovation 
Officer for Atlantic Health System. Firmly believing that a patient-centered 
focus is vital to health care innovation, Dr. Romm works with Atlantic Health 
System’s team members and physicians to find new ways to improve access to 
high-quality, affordable care. 

She also forges relationships with local and national innovation partners 
and works to expand our organization’s research profile. Dr. Romm is an 
avid author and speaker in the areas of health care, technology and health 
information technology (IT) policy. She has written articles for various 
publications, including NEJM Catalyst, Forbes, KevinMD, and the Huffington 
Post, and was named one of FierceHealthCare’s 8 Influential Women 
Reshaping Health IT. A board-certified pediatrician, Dr. Romm has served 
in a variety of clinical leadership roles throughout her residency and as a 
hospitalist. 

Before joining Atlantic Health System, she was Vice President of Clinical 
Transformation for American Well, the largest video-based telemedicine 
company in the United States. In addition, she was the founder of MilkOnTap, 
the nation’s first telehealth company focused on the needs of nursing mothers 
and lactation support. Dr. Romm earned her Master of Public Health in Global 
Health from Harvard TH Chan School of Public Health. She holds a medical 
degree from the University of Arizona College of Medicine and completed her 
residency in pediatrics at Massachusetts General Hospital.
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Tanuj K. Gupta, MD, MBA
Senior Director and Physician Executive 
Cerner Intelligence

As the senior director and physician executive of Cerner Intelligence, Dr. 
Tanuj Gupta leads the strategy team for machine learning (ML) and artificial 
intelligence (AI) in healthcare. He is actively pursuing predictive and prescriptive 
intelligence solutions as well as voice, video, sensor, and natural language 
processing (NLP) projects to make technology in healthcare more intuitive.

Previously at Cerner, Dr. Gupta devoted several years to the Population 
Health organization where he provided clinical and product guidance across 
the portfolio. He also served as the managing director for Cerner’s clinical 
consulting strategy practice.

Tanuj came to Cerner from Siemens Healthcare, where he worked as senior 
director of Clinical Market Strategy for their diagnostic imaging business. 
In that role he piloted methods for analyzing the clinical, operational, and 
financial data of healthcare systems in order to influence product marketing, 
development and sales. Tanuj began at Siemens as a field physician, providing 
consulting services to clients which included an interim role for the CMIO office 
at three hospitals.

Prior to Siemens, Dr. Gupta has held a variety of roles within healthcare. As 
executive director of Medical Affairs at AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals, he 
led scientific alliances with the healthcare technology and medical quality 
improvement communities. At the Iowa Foundation for Medical Care, he 
served as director for a CMS-commissioned project that focused on technology 
adoption, culture transformation, process redesign and performance 
measurement for healthcare providers. He also served as Vice President of 
Technology at Scribe, Inc., leading the development of web-based clinical 
applications for physicians.

Tanuj received his medical degree from Northwestern University, a Bachelor 
of Science in computer science from Boston University, and an MBA in finance 
from Wharton at the University of Pennsylvania.

Thomas A. Mason, MD
Chief Medical Officer
Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information  
Technology at US Dept of Health and Human Services

Dr. Thomas Mason is Chief Medical Officer (CMO) of the Office of the National 
Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) at the U.S. Department 
of Health and Human Services (HHS). As CMO he is a health IT and stakeholder 
ambassador for ONC, routinely meeting with clinicians in the field and 
advocates across the healthcare industry, focusing on improving health IT 
usability, reducing clinician burden, and advancing ONC’s mission to improve 
data use and its availability across the health care spectrum. Working closely 
with staff at the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid (CMS) and other agencies 
within HHS, Dr. Mason leads efforts to better understand and address clinical 
documentation burdens and other administrative burdens relating to the use 
of electronic health records. Dr. Mason led the development of ONC’s Health 
IT Playbook, which offers tools, resources, and best practices to help address 
the challenges of implementing, adopting and optimizing health IT.

Prior to joining ONC, Dr. Mason worked at the Cook Country Health and 
Hospitals System (CCHHS), the third largest public hospital system in the 
country. He spent 14 years as a board-certified internist with an emphasis on 
primary care and preventative medicine and led the charge to implement 
EHRs across the system. His work at CCHHS allowed specialists and primary 
care providers to streamline and optimize EHR use, improving clinical 
workflow and system efficiency. Dr. Mason has brought his experience 
implementing multiple EHRs to ONC to help the agency better understand 
the difficulties clinicians experience with health IT and to help facilitate 
collaboration between the government and the healthcare industry to 
improve clinicians’ and patients’ engagement with innovative health 
technologies.

Dr. Mason earned his M.D. from the University of Illinois College of Medicine 
and completed his residency in Internal Medicine at Rush University Medical 
Center and Cook County Hospital.
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Tori Lallemont, JD, MPH
General Counsel, 98point6

Tori serves as General Counsel and Corporate Secretary for 98point6, a 
company that is reimagining primary care by delivering diagnosis and 
treatment through private and secure in-app messaging. Tori joined 98point6 
in 2015 as employee number five and has helped it grow to a team of more 
than 200. In addition to her day-to-day responsibilities overseeing legal, 
regulatory and compliance, Tori led the company’s nationwide expansion 
effort while spearheading the legal function through October 2018’s Series C 
fundraising, resulting in a total raise of $86 million to date. 

Last year, Tori was named to the “40 Under 40” class of 2018 by the Puget 
Sound Business Journal. Prior to joining 98point6, Tori focused her practice on 
healthcare privacy and security, FDA regulation, human subjects research and 
clinical trials. She holds a JD and an MPH from the University of Washington. 
Tori loves gymnastics and lives in Seattle with her husband and toddler son 
in a 1927 Dutch Colonial that is perpetually undergoing several intensive 
restoration projects at once.

 

Valerie Florance, PhD
Associate Director of the National Library  
of Medicine (NLM)

Valerie Florance, PhD is an Associate Director of the National Library of 
Medicine (NLM), NIH, where she directs NLM’s Extramural grant programs. 
NLM’s grant programs focus on the development of novel informatics and 
data science methods and approaches to meet needs in biomedical and 
behavioral research relating to human health. She also serves as program 
director for NLM’s highly-regarded university-based pre-and post-doctoral 
training programs in biomedical informatics and data science. 

Before coming to NLM in February 2001, she spent 3 years leading a visioning 
project undertaken at the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) 
to help the association’s members bring the power of computers and 
networks to bear on managing health information, and worked in library 
administration at 3 different universities. She has graduate training in medical 
anthropology and information sciences. 
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Dan Gebremedhin, MD
Partner, Flare Capital

Dan is a Partner at Flare Capital Partners, where he sits on the Board of 
Somatus, a Flare Capital portfolio company. Dan also serves on Massachusetts 
Governor Charlie Baker’s Board of Nursing Home Administrators. Dan was a 
practicing Internal Medicine Physician at the Massachusetts General Hospital 
and had a Faculty appointment as Instructor in Medicine at Harvard Medical 
School from 2010 until 2019.

Prior to joining Flare Capital, Dan served as a Medical Director at the Harvard 
Pilgrim Health Plan, leading Population Health Analytics, Value Based 
Purchasing, and General Strategy. Dan also spent time as an entrepreneur and 
operator in the Health IT Industry, co-founding and managing two separate 
businesses in the Electronic Health Records and Online Medical Education 
industries.

Dan’s other interests include Healthcare Policy and Global Health. He has 
served as a Senior Health Policy Advisor for the Campaigns of Governor 
Charlie Baker and Congressman Joseph Kennedy III. He has worked to expand 
healthcare infrastructure in the developing world, serving as a consultant for 
the Clinton Foundation Health Access Initiative (CHAI) in Ethiopia.

Dan earned a B.S. with honors from the University of California, San Diego, 
an M.D. Summa Cum Laude from the Morehouse School of Medicine, and 
an M.B.A. from the Harvard Business School. Dan completed his Internal 
Medicine Residency at the Massachusetts General Hospital.
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Michael Muelly, MD
Head of Strategic Products
Google Cloud Healthcare & Lifesciences

Dr. Muelly heads strategic product development on Google Cloud’s 
Healthcare & Lifesciences team working on real-world deployment strategies 
for AI tools in healthcare and solving challenges to unlock the power of 
data for patients. Prior to his current role at Google, he worked as a machine 
learning researcher in the Google AI (Healthcare) group.

Prior to Google, Dr. Muelly was a full-time radiologist and researcher at 
Stanford University. He continues on the radiology faculty at Stanford 
University and practices diagnostic radiology specializing in Body MRI. He 
co-founded companies to enable radiology in the cloud, to enable seamless 
AI-powered triage, and a network security solutions provider in the past. Dr. 
Muelly completed a residency in diagnostic radiology and his subspecialty 
fellowship in body MRI at Stanford University. Prior to that he completed 
an internship in General Surgery at Penn State Hershey Medical Center, 
obtained his M.D. and attended graduate school in Engineering Physics at 
the Pennsylvania State University, and completed his B.S. in Mathematics and 
Computer Science at the University of Pittsburgh.

 



Ryan Vass, MD, MBA
Director of Analytics
Delaware Valley Accountable Care Organization (DVACO)

Ryan Vass, MD, MBA is Director of Analytics for Delaware Valley Accountable 
Care Organization (DVACO), a joint venture between Jefferson Health and 
Main Line Health that contracts with payers to improve the quality and reduce 
the cost of health care delivery. DVACO (www.dvaco.org) manages risk for 
over 250,000 patient lives across the Greater Philadelphia region and $2 
billion in Medicare and Commercial spend. Ryan oversees DVACO’s Analytics 
unit and serves on the executive leadership team, helping drive contracting 
and performance strategy across DVACO’s lines of business and building tools 
for DVACO’s clinicians and leaders to help the network manage risk.

Previously, Ryan was Director of Data & Analytics at xG Health (www.xghealth.
com), a value-based care consulting firm spun out of Geisinger Health 
System. Ryan served as Engagement Lead for xG’s analytic strategy clients 
and bridged xG’s analytics unit and its clinical strategy team. Before xG, Ryan 
served as Chief Medical Officer for Artemis Health (www.artemishealth.com), a 
venture-backed healthcare technology startup whose software product helps 
self-insured employers optimize their medical and pharmaceutical benefit.

Ryan earned an MD from the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine 
and an MBA in Healthcare Management from the Wharton School of Business.
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April Gill
Senior Vice President of Solution Management
Welltok

April oversees the strategic alignment and development of all market 
solutions at Welltok, where she leverages technology to solve critical business 
problems for healthcare stakeholders in the employer, provider and health 
plan markets. She brings more than 20 years of experience in health care, 
including deep knowledge of leveraging data and advanced analytics to 
develop effective growth strategies, improve the member experience and 
drive financial performance.
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